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Our lives as we knew it have been turned upside down; we must
change, adpat and listen to nature and our fellow people/humanity
around this beautiful world we inhabit,

For 2021 we want you to shine, to share your individuality by wearing
colour. Be they bold or subtle and soft. 10 new colours taken from the
most extraordinary and unique animals, insects and flowers which I
could never have dreamed. As we navigate our way to find a new 
normal, we want you to feel ultra comfortable while supporting local
businesses, nurturing and encouraging individuals of all ages to 
work together to create joy. 

ERIBÉ has always championed ecology and sustainability. It is more
than thirty years ago that we first developed a range of truly ecological
knitwear and ERIBÉ continues to avoid using man-made fibres. 
As a company, we are passionate about continually improving our 
environmental and ecological profile. You can read more about what
we are specifically doing on later pages.

Taking centries of heritage into the 21st Century, I wish to share a
piece of Scotland, our fresh air, water and stunning colours, be they
bold or soft and subtle.

Established in 1986, ERIBÉ is an award winning knitwear design house and
micro-manufacturer based in the Scottish Borders, UK. We are a 'cottage 

industry gone global', and have an avid fan-base around the world. You can
find our collections at 300-plus prestigious stores in 16 countries worldwide.

Scottish - and proud to be so!

Inspired by this land. Its colours, its rugged hills and spectacular glens, we
create design-led contemporary knitwear that is rooted in Scottish heritage

tradition. We love to mix patterns, colours and yarns together in an innovative
way to create quality knitwear that is made to last and is a joy to wear.

Craftsmanship

ERIBÉ knitwear is made using hereditary skills handed down from one 
generation to the next. We know what we’re doing - our roots are in tradition

and textile knowledge. We value experience and nurture new talent.

Ethical

We are mindful of the environment, use the best ecological yarns where
possible and work only with trusted partners. Through the ERIBÉ brand, 
we promote creativity and sustainable fashion with ethical production.

Made in Scotland

We are proud to introduce ERIBÉ’s “Woolly Towers” - our new purpose
built knitwear factory - round the corner in Tweedbank - equipped with
new machines to increase production and support design development. 

This facility gives us control of production schedules to ensure we
can respond quickly to customer requests.

Our New Home!
We have moved the design, administration and management 
functions to a beautiful old, stone building close to the town 
square in Melrose. The train station is only five minutes away
and we’re served by beautiful shops and elegant small hotels. 
This move provides a comfortable and quality working 
environment for all staff and allows us to properly care for
our visitors.

This property will now allow us to provide:  

• ERIBÉ showroom with permanent display of the collection.

• A knitwear experience for visitors for complete transparency 
and educational purposes.

• Workshops and demonstrations to support the mutual 
development of skills.

• A dedicated ERIBÉ Archive which is a wonderful resource 
not only for our own design team, but also for customers 
wishing to develop their own designs.
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From the very beginning, ERIBÉ has been mindful of the environment, choosing to use the
best ecological natural yarns and promoting sustainable fashion with every collection.

Our colourful knitwear never goes out of fashion and in a world of throw-away clothing, this is slow
fashion at its very best. Quality is at the heart of what we do and our knitwear is made to last.

It is now more important than ever to consider the environment in the choices we make. 

Synthetic fibres like polyester, nylon and acrylic are made from plastic. During washing, a 
garment can potentially lose up to one million microfibres. These microfibres do not 
biodegrade and we do not yet fully understand the damage that plastic microfibres

are doing to us, marine life and the environment.

By switching to quality natural fibres, you can help us on our mission to help keep plastic 
microfibres out of our oceans and food supply. Wool is 100% biodegradable in both soil and sea
water and has many unique properties that benefit both the environment and you, the wearer.

100% Natural
Wool is a natural fibre produced by sheep who 

consume the organic carbon stored in plants and
convert it to wool. It is one of the most effective

forms of all-weather protection and science is yet to
produce a fibre which matches its unique properties.

Renewable & Sustainable
Wool is an entirely renewable fibre source as sheep
produce a new fleece every year. Responsible wool

producers actively work to safeguard the 
environment to make the wool industry 

sustainable for future generations.

Durable
The lifespan of wool garments is much longer than those
made with synthetic fibres. Buying long-lasting, quality
clothing will help slow down the fast-fashion throwaway

culture and greatly reduce landfill waste.

Environmental
The natural stain and odour resistant qualities of
wool mean that wool knitwear can be washed less
frequently and at lower temperatures which has a

lower impact on the environment. 

Throughout 2020 we will be replacing
plastic garment bags with bags made with a
compostable film made from wood pulp, a
natural renewable resource which is both

biodegradable and compostable.

We have reduced our carbon footprint by 
using solar panels to power our new factory.

We have reduced production of printed
materials by providing PDF catalogues and
invested in a Trade Portal customer order

system accessed via the internet.

We have reduced the need for overseas travel
by having more meetings by Skype.

Recyclable
The high quality and durability of the wool fibre

makes it inherently suitable for re-use and recycling.
The mechanical recycling of wool knitwear yields

yarns that can then be converted back into knitwear
and other useful products.

Biodegradable & Compostable
At the end of its useful life, wool quickly decomposes
in soil, releasing valuable nutrients into the ground.

Man-made fabrics break down much more slowly
and release polluting micro-particles into the

earth and the ocean.

The Wonder of Wool!
Not only is wool one of the most planet-friendly fibres, by wearing wool you can enjoy its many 

performance benefits: great thermal properties; breathable for maximum natural comfort; 
and keep warm without overheating. Wool maintains a good appearance for a longer time

allowing it to become your favourite garment. 

Wool also continues to get softer and moulds to fit your body shape and can be smoothed back to
shape after washing. Wool gives you the ultimate in comfort, a favourite garment that lasts

many years with the knowledge that you are part of a sustainable future.

Like a wonderful extended family, ERIBÉ is all about the people involved; from our wool producers,
spinners, mills and suppliers, to our agents, buyers and customers. Great attention is paid to every

person involved in our supply chain to ensure the highest standards of ethical production.

We use only the finest quality Merino Lambswool, ethically sourced from top producers and spun
in Yorkshire by a family owned company who ensure our yarn is treated with passion and care

at every stage of the production process.

Here at ERIBÉ HQ we are actively taking steps to reduce our use of plastic and other unsustainable
materials. Collectively, if we all do our bit, we believe small changes can make a big difference.

We re-use cardboard boxes as much as we can and
use recyclable parcel tape made from paper.
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The ERIBÉ classic! Looking stunning has never been easier. 
For 2020 the popular ‘Alpine’ range is extended to offer new,
sporty, hooded garments with pockets; a zipper cardigan and 
an elegant roll collar. Also, for the fuller figure, a flattering vee
neck to show off those beautiful curves. Alpine garments are
knitted in sumptuous, merino wool spun in Yorkshire by a 
family-run company. Challenging to produce, the intricate 
patterns and 20 gorgeous colourways take months to design. 

The ERIBÉ mission is to know and understand our customers
well! You asked for less pattern, a variety of key body shapes
to flatter, softer necklines and different body lengths. The
2020 Montrose collection is our response; tasteful, easy to
wear garments that retain our Tweed and Fairisle patterns
which connect with the environment and our shared heritage.

A long time ERIBÉ favourite - an easy fit longline cardigan
which combines our Tweed, Tartan and Fairisle patterns to
create a colourful patchwork of pattern. Made with beautifully
soft 100% Merino Lambswool and available in a stunning
range of contemporary colourways.

Designed for women and men, our Stonybrek sweater 
combines the comfort and warmth of beautifully soft Merino
lambswool with signature ERIBÉ styling to create a year-round
staple you'll turn to time and time again. With a flattering
circular Fairisle yoke and chunky hand-knit look, this 
statement layer transitions all seasons thanks to its 
lightweight garter stitch construction. 

New from ERIBÉ, a sustainable luxury fleece collection made
with the softest 100% merino wool and available in 20 
beautiful colours across 5 easy to wear styles, and the option
to have each each finished with a subtle ERIBÉ signature
fairisle trim. Inspired by the contemporary renaissance in
artistry and craft, sustainabilty is at the heart of this 
collection. Each Corry garment is lovingly crafted in 
Scotland by ERIBÉ in our own factory.

Our new Cairngorm dress, sweater and cardigan are 
comfortable yet elegent and ideal for online meetings and
get togethers as well as multi tasking at home. 
Lightweight, but warming, the blended colours are elegent,
tasteful and easy to wear.

The accessory collection, knitted with yarn spun in Yorkshire
and made in Scotland, sits together with the collection
adding pattern to plain garments, or stripes with fairisle to
complete a contemporary outfit. We offer a wide selection
of colours to match all garments available.

COLLECTION 2021 / 2022
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Pages 38 - 45

Pages 32 - 35

Pages 48 - 59

Pages 22 - 27

Pages 28 - 29

Pages 30 - 31
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Alpine

Corry

Cairngorm

Accessories

Montrose

Pioneer

Stoneybrek

The ERIBÉ lace group offers understated vintage elegance
with long lasting performance. Inspiration for the lace 
patterns within the garment is drawn from traditional lace
shawls that were spun and knitted by hand. These wonderful
garments have been rigorously wear-tested and exceeded
the design team’s expectations in every category.

Worn as a base layer or as an elegant addition to an outfit,
you can enjoy exceptional comfort. Warm without weight,
our lace is surprisingly strong and easy to care for.

Pages 36 - 37Lace
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ERIBÉ’s iconic Alpine Collection combines traditional Fairisle knitting techniques
with contemporary design to create beautiful Scottish knitwear whilst

preserving its craftsmanship and authenticity.

The design team work with proportion, colour and touches of special effect yarns, 
taking Fairisle from its homespun roots to become a collectable classic as it is

so easy to wear and very flattering.

ERIBÉ Alpines are offered in 20 beautifully blended colourways - we love  to create
colour combinations that are exciting, bright and which complement all skin tones.

Colours that make you look younger and feel energised.

Classic Alpine
Contemporary versatile classics that will take you from work to walking the dog!

Alpine Cardigan

Roll Collar
Sporty holiday-wear

Vee Neck
Flattering shape and

perfect fit for the
fuller figure

Short Sweater
Sweater version of the

short cardigan.

Zip Hoody
Slim-fit casual sporty

weekend-wear

Hoody Sweat
Slouchy comfort for

relaxation or 
outdoor pursuits

Alpine Sweater Alpine Short
Cardigan

Alpine Dress

New Alpine Shapes
For 2021 our extended the Alpine range continues to offer new
sporty hooded garments with pockets, a zipper cardigan and an
elegant roll collar. Also for the fuller figure, a flattering vee neck
to show off those beautiful curves. New this season by popular
request, we have added a short sweater to complete the range.
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Alpine Cardigan
Style No: C3735

96% Merino Lambswool 4% Angora

Sizes: XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL

Slim Fit

Fairisle pattern yoke cardi with shell
buttons, pattern on hem and cuff, 
finished with a touch of luxury angora
in the yoke for glamour and soft 
texture. Extra long cuffs to keep your
hands warm and slightly shaped waist.
Available in 20 colourways with
matching scarves, touch screen 
gloves and beanie.

Alpine Sweater
and Cardigan
The ERIBÉ classic is inspired by the
iconic Fairisle yoke pullover. 
Traditionally handknitted, ERIBÉ offer
a contemporary, lightweight version in
luxurious Merino Wool with added
tweed detailing. Tasteful colour 
blending results in a timeless garment
that can be enjoyed for years to come.

Alpine Sweater
Style No: P3974

96% Merino Lambswool 4% Angora

Sizes: XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL

Regular / Loose Fit

Fairisle pattern yoke sweater with
pattern on hem and cuff, finished
with a touch of luxury angora in the
yoke for glamour and soft texture.
Extra long cuffs to keep your hands
warm and slightly shaped waist.
Available in 20 colourways with
matching scarves, touch screen 
gloves and beanie.

PICCALILLI

PHEASANTOLD ROSE

POPPY

ARCTIC BIRCH

9

Alpine Sweater and Cardigan colours available:

LUGANO JADE

LANDSCAPE MOONFLOWER

INFERNO HOTSPICE BLACKBIRDGOLDFINCHPARADISE

EDELWEISS SEAHOLLY BLOSSOMCAMILLATEAROSE



CAMILLA EDELWEISS SEAHOLLY BLOSSOM

PARADISE HOTSPICE GOLDFINCH BLACKBIRD
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OLD ROSE MOONFLOWERARCTIC PICCALILLI

Alpine Short Sweater and Short Cardigan colours available:

10

Alpine Short Pullover
Style No: P4195

100% Merino Lambswool

Sizes: XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL

Slim Fit

Short pullover with tweed pattern detail on
shoulder only. Hip length with extra long cuff
and shell buttons. Designed to sit with high
waisted trousers, skirts and dresses. Available
in 12 colourways with matching accessories.

Alpine Short Cardigan
Style No: C4071

100% Merino Lambswool

Sizes: XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL

Slim Fit

Short cardigan with tweed pattern detail on
shoulder only. Hip length with extra long cuff.
Designed to sit with high waisted trousers and
skirts. Available in 12 colourways with
matching accessories.
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Alpine Roll Neck
Style No: P4128
96% Merino Lambswool 4% Angora

Sizes: XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL

Regular/ Loose Fit

A loose fitting roll collar with a slightly
shaped waist. Fairisle and tweed 
pattern around shoulders, above cuffs
and hem. Extra long cuffs to keep
hands warm. Available in 9 colourways,
with matching accessories of scarf,
gloves and hats.

Colours available:
ARCTIC
BIRCH
OLD ROSE
JADE
POPPY
BLACKBIRD
EDELWEISS
INFERNO
GOLDFINCH

OLD ROSE EDELWEISS

MOONFLOWER BLACKBIRD

ARCTIC BIRCH OLD ROSE

JADE

BLACKBIRD EDELWEISS INFERNO GOLDFINCH

POPPY

PICCALILLI

POPPY

Alpine Vee Cardigan
Style No: C4117

100% Merino Lambswool 4% Angora

Sizes: XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL

Slim Fit

Vee neck cardigan to flatter the
fuller figure. Regular fit with a slightly
shaped waist and extra long cuffs to
keep hands warm. Fairisle yoke and
small pattern detail above cuff only.
Available in 9 colourways with
matching accessories.

Colours available:
OLD ROSE
POPPY
PICCALILLI
MOONFLOWER
EDELWEISS
BLACKBIRD
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Alpine Hoody Sweater and 
Alpine Hoody Zipper Cardigan 
colours available:
BIRCH
PICCALILLI
MOONFLOWER
JADE
ARCTIC
SEAHOLLY
CAMILLA
BLACKBIRD
INFERNO

Alpine Hoody Sweater
Style No: P4122

96% Merino Lambswool 4% Angora

Sizes: XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL
Regular/ Loose Fit

A refreshingly sporty take on our Fairisle 
classic with extra long cuffs, a hood, 2 
front pockets and knitted ties. Fairisle 
and tweed pattern around shoulders only.
Available in 9 colours with matching
accessories.

Alpine Hoody Zipper 
Cardigan
Style No: C4121

96% Merino Lambswool 4% Angora

Sizes: XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL

Slim Fit

A refreshingly sporty take on our Fairisle 
classic with extra long cuffs, a hood and 
knitted ties. Fairisle and tweed pattern 
around shoulders only. Available in 9
colours with matching accessories.

SEAHOLLY

MOONFLOWER

JADE

BIRCH

ARCTIC

PICCALILLI

CAMILLA INFERNO BLACKBIRD
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Alpine Dress
New amended Dress with long sleeves and
no belt loops. Comes with a knitted belt.

Style No: D4153

100% Merino Lambswool 4% Angora

Sizes: XS / S / M / L / XL / XXL

Regular Fit

Elegant long sleeve crew neck dress with
Fairisle yoke detail and knee length
pleated skirt with pocket. Touch of angora
in yoke to add luxurious softness and
texture. Available in 7 colourways with
matching accessories.

Colours available:
SELKIE
JADE
OLD ROSE
BIRCH
PHEASANT
LANDSCAPE

SELKIE JADE

OLD ROSE BIRCH

PHEASANTCOLLIERY

This is how the long
sleeves will appear.

LANDSCAPE

1917



Alpine Scarf
Style No: S3972

100% Merino Lambswool
One Size (190 x 40cm)

Intricate embroidery-like
Fairisle with two tone tweed
textured base patterning
and scallop edges.

Colours available:

18

MOONFLOWER JADE PHEASANT LUGANO LANDSCAPE

ARCTIC BIRCH OLD ROSE PICCALILLI POPPY

TEAROSE CAMILLA

EDELWEISS SEAHOLLY

BLOSSOM GOLDFINCH

PARADISE INFERNO

HOTSPICE BLACKBIRD

19
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JADE PHEASANTMOONFLOWER

PICCALILLI POPPY

OLD ROSE ARCTICLUGANO

BIRCH LANDSCAPE

Alpine Beanie
Style No: H3968

100% Merino Lambswool

One Size

Seamless colour blended
Fairisle beanie with
two tone rib.

Alpine Glove
Style No: G3967
Long decorative Fairisle cuffs, 
dainty scalloped edges and
touch screen finger tips.

100% Merino Lambswool

One Size

TEAROSE CAMILLA

EDELWEISS SEAHOLLY

BLOSSOM GOLDFINCH

PARADISE INFERNO

HOTSPICE BLACKBIRD
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LUGANO

BIRCH OLD ROSE

CAMILLA

BLACKBIRD

EDELWEISS

Montrose Blanket Coat
Style No: C4141

100% Merino Lambswool

One size

Oversized Fit

A versatile mid-thigh length coat / jacket or
“throw on” with practical deep pockets. Turn
upside down for extra warmth around the shoul-
der or to wear elegantly with a dress. This gar-
ment can be worn like a blanket, and is ideal
for those temperature changing moments; a
wonderful live-in garment for all occasions.
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Montrose Sweater
Style No: P4182

100% Merino Lambswool

Sizes: XS-M, M-XL

Relaxed Fit

Striking, bold and easy to wear round neck
sweater with unique design details such as
guernsey ribs, tweed and fairisle charm. 
This knitting technique gives a charming
drape for comfort and individuality.

Montrose Dress
Style No: D4183

100% Merino Lambswool

Sizes: XS-M, M-XL

Relaxed Fit

Striking, bold and easy to wear vee
neck sweater dress with unique 
design details such as guernsey ribs,
tweed and fairisle charm. 
This knitting technique gives a
charming drape for comfort and 
individuality.

BIRCH OLD ROSE

CAMILLA EDELWEISS

BIRCH OLD ROSE

CAMILLABLACKBIRD EDELWEISS

2524

BLACKBIRD



BIRCH OLD ROSE

CAMILLABLACKBIRD EDELWEISS
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Montrose Blazer
Style No: J4124

100% Merino Lambswool

Sizes: XS / S / M / L / XL

Slim Fit

Enhancing curves and a feminine shape, this
comfortable, soft blazer with two pockets is
easy to wear with trousers or a skirt, to work or
at home. A garment sure to become a favourite
in the wardrobe. A contemporary tweed pattern
and a stripe of Fairisle on the back and cuffs
adds extra warmth and design detail.
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Pioneer Longline Cardicoat
Style No: C4149

100% Merino Lambswool

Sizes: XS/S / S/M / M/L / L/XL

Slim Fit

Long version of the classic Pioneer Cardigan
with a harmonious blend of check, herringbone

tweed, solid colour and touches of Fairisle. 
The single patch pocket is the same colour as
the back of the garment. It can also be worn

as a lightweight coat in mild weather and
comes with a knitted belt. 

Colours available:
PAMPAS
SOLSTICE

SUGARDROP
MOONFLOWER

PHEASANT
AUTUMN
SELKIE

OLD ROSE

PAMPAS SOLSTICE SUGARDROP

MOONFLOWER PHEASANT

AUTUMN SELKIE OLD ROSE
29
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Stoneybrek Sweater
WOMEN’S Style No: P3987
MEN’S Style No: P4148 (Relaxed Fit)

100% Merino Lambswool

Sizes: XS / S / M / L / XL

Regular Fit

A handknitted appearance in a heavier weight at
an affordable price. Ideal for any outdoor activity.
Available for men and for women (2 x style numbers)
Comfortable, regular loose fit and garter stitch
texture on body for texture. Available in 9 colours
with accessories to match.

Colours available:
1. JADE
2. PHEASANT
3. OLD ROSE
4. SUGARDROP
5. ARCTIC
6. LUGANO
7. SOLSTICE
8. SELKIE
9. AUTUMN

2

1

3

4

5

6

7

8

9



Cairngorm Sweater
Style No: P4185

100% Merino Lambswool

Sizes: XS / S / M / L / XL

Relaxed Fit

Our new Cairngorm roll neck
sweater is comfortable yet elegent
and ideal for online meetings and
get togethers as well as multi 
tasking at home. Lightweight, but
warming, the blended colours are
elegent, tasteful and easy to wear.

SUNDANCE OCEANS BIRCH

ROSEHIP EDELWEISS OLD ROSE

SUNDANCE OCEANS BIRCH

ROSEHIP EDELWEISS OLD ROSE

Cairngorm Cardigan
Style No: P4184

100% Merino Lambswool

Sizes: XS / S / M / L / XL

Relaxed Fit

Our new Cairngorm cardigan is
comfortable yet elegent and ideal
for online meetings and
get togethers as well as multi 
tasking at home. Lightweight, but
warming, the blended colours are
elegent, tasteful and easy to wear.

3332
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Cairngorm Dress
Style No: P4186

100% Merino Lambswool

Sizes: XS / S / M / L / XL

Regular Fit

Our new Cairngorm dress is
comfortable yet elegent and
ideal for online meetings and
get togethers as well as multi 
tasking at home. Lightweight,
but warming, the blended
colours are elegent, tasteful 
and easy to wear. SUNDANCE OCEANS BIRCH

ROSEHIP EDELWEISS OLD ROSE

35
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Rose Lace Cardigan
Style No: C4073

100% Merino Lambswool

Sizes: XS / S / M / L / XL

Slim Fit

New take on traditional lace, knitted
out of gauge for a super-lightweight
garment. Lace details in triangular
shape with scalloped edge. 

Rose Lace Sweater
Style No: P4074

100% merino Lambswool

Sizes: XS / S / M / L / XL

Slim Fit

New take on traditional lace, knitted
out of gauge for a super-lightweight
garment. 

Rose Lace Shawl
Style No: S3908

100% Merino Lambswool

One Size

New take on traditional lace, knitted
out of gauge for a super-lightweight
shawl. Lace details in triangular shape
with scalloped edge. 

All lace styles colours available:
1. TURMERIC
2. PICCALILLI
3. LIGHT BLUE
4. WHITE

1 2 3

5 6 7

4

5. MALLARD
6. MARINE
7. AUBERGINE
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Corry Raglan Sweater (Unisex)
WOMEN’S Style No: P4130
MEN’S Style No: P4164
100% Merino Lambswool

Sizes: XS / S / M / L / XL

Relaxed Fit

This ERIBÉ classic shape was designed using the
artist’s smock top as inspiration and now available
in a sustainable fleece. The collar and hems can roll 
inside or out and made shorter or longer as desired.

See page 44 for colours available.

Corry Dress
Style No: D4126

100% Merino Lambswool

Sizes: XS / S / M / L / XL

Slim Fit

A versatile dress in luxurious, sustainable
fleece. Slightly shaped at the waist with a
soft folded integral collar and vents at
either side of hem. 

See page 44 for colours available.
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Corry Wrap Cardigan
Style No: C4120

100% Merino Lambswool

Sizes: XS - M / M - XL

Relaxed Fit

A loose, soft fronted cardigan to 
wear with a dress, skirt or trousers
for elegant comfort. 

See page 44 for colours available.

Corry Top
Style No: P4127

100% Merino Lambswool

Sizes: XS / S / M / L / XL

Regular Fit

An easy to wear soft fleece slim fit top
with a flattering small cross over vee
detail at the front neck.

See page 44 for colours available.

41
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All Corry styles are available in the following colours:

BLOSSOM PALE LAVENDER SEAL COBBLE

ROSE PETAL ST LUCIA CASPIAN SPRINGTIME

OXIDE GULFSTREAM TAHITI LANDSCAPE

ROUGE SHAMROCK MALLARD SEAWEED

ROSEHIP RHAPSODY METALLIC BLACK GRAPE

Corry Raglan Sweater
WOMENS P4130

MENS P4164 

Corry Top
P4127

Corry Wrap Cardigan
P4120

Corry Dress
D4126

As an option, we are offering each Corry style to be finished
with a subtle ERIBÉ signature Fairisle trim (see left) in 
colours which complement each individual shade.

To order any Corry style with this option, please use the
following Style Numbers:

Womens Corry Raglan Sweater P4160
Mens Corry Raglan Sweater P4165
Corry A-Line Sweater P4163
Corry Dress D4161
Corry Top P4162
Corry Wrap Cardigan C4159

New from ERIBÉ, a sustainable luxury fleece collection made with the softest 100% 
Merino Wool and available in 20 beautiful colours across five easy to wear styles. 

Optional Fairisle trim at side
hem on each Corry style.

Corry A-Line Sweater
P4125
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Corry Stripe Cowl
Style No: S4151

100% Merino Lambswool

Made in Scotland

One size

Rib texture cowl with integrated
twist. Beautifully soft and light-
weight chunky knit that can be worn
many ways - see mannequin images
on right for styling options.

Colours available:
COLONSAY
CUMBRAE
STAFFA
MOONFLOWER
LUGANO
LISMORE
EASDALE

Corry Stripe Cowl Colours available:

STAFFA OLD ROSE

LISMORE COLONSAY

SELKIE EASDALE

Corry Tonal Cowl
Style No: S4155

100% Merino Lambswool

Made in Scotland

One size

Striped rib texture cowl with 
integrated twist. Beautifully soft
and lightweight chunky knit that
can be worn many ways - see 
mannequin images on right 
for styling options.

Colours available:
LISMORE
COLONSAY
OLD ROSE
SELKIE
EASDALE
STAFFA

COLONSAY

LUGANO LISMORE EASDALE

CUMBRAE STAFFA MOONFLOWER
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She t l a nd

Lovingly crafted in Scotland by ERIBÉ in our
own factory, our 2021 Shetland Collection

makes a statement while keeping you
warm and comfortable.

Inspired by traditional patterns from the Fair
Isle to the far North West of Scotland and
knitted in a super-soft and beautifully fine
yarn, ERIBÉ offers this range of plain and

patterned knitwear for both women and men.

Available to order in a wide range of 
colourways from October 2020.

Coming soon...
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Alba Fringed Scarf and Glove - OLD ROSE

Jaime wears Rose Lace Cardigan
with Alpine accessories in Piccalilli.
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MOONFLOWER

LUGANO

CUMBRAE

COLONSAY

STAFFA

OLD ROSE

LISMORE

SELKIE

Alba Open Mitt
Style No: M4063

100% Merino Lambswool

Made in Scotland

One Size

Graphic Fairisle patterned mitts 
with hidden inner cuff colour.

Alba Beanie
Style No: H4131

100% Merino Lambswool

Made in Scotland

One Size

Fairisle glove with hidden
inner cuff colour.

Alba Glove
Style No: G4060

100% Merino Lambswool

Made in Scotland

One Size

Fairisle glove with hidden
inner cuff colour.

Alba Turban Hat
Style No: H4057

100% Merino Lambswool

Made in Scotland

One Size

Slip on style band with Fairisle
pattern, keeps ears warm.

Colours available:
1. SELKIE
2. OLD ROSE
3. MOONFLOWER
4. LUGANO
5. COLONSAY
6. STAFFA
7. EASDALE
8.CUMBRAE
9. LISMORE

1

1

3
4

5

6 7 8 9

2

2

3

4

5
6

7

8

9

Colours available:
1. CUMBRAE
2. LISMORE
3. EASDALE
4. STAFFA
5. MOONFLOWER
6. SELKIE
7. COLONSAY
8. OLD ROSE
9. LUGANO
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Alba Fringed Scarf
Style No: S4061

ERIBÉ signature blended Fairisle and
colour blocked scarf with fringed
edges.

100% Merino Lambswool

Made in Scotland

One Size (160 x 25cm)

Colours available:
1. MOONFLOWER
2. CUMBRAE
3. COLONSAY
4. EASDALE
5. STAFFA
6. SELKIE
7. LUGANO
8. OLD ROSE
9. LISMORE

9
1

2

3

4

56

7

8

Addie wears Corry Raglan Sweater with Alba accessories.
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Alba Beret
Style No: H4062

100% Merino Lambswool

Made in Scotland

One Size

Circular knit classic Fairisle beret
in 9 vibrant colourways, topped
with a tiny pom. 

Colours available:
1. SELKIE
2. LUGANO
3. OLD ROSE
4. COLONSAY
5. LISMORE
6. STAFFA
7. CUMBRAE
8.  MOONFLOWER
9. EASDALE

1

2

3

4

56

7

8

9
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Treeline Wrap
Style No: S4152

80% Lambswool 20% Kid Mohair

Made in Scotland

One Size

Beautifully soft, wide yet lightweight
wrap giving volume in subtly changing
colours and block stripes with a touch
of luxury super-kid mohair.

Colours available:
1. EASDALE
2. LISMORE
3. CUMBRAE
4. SELKIE
5. OLD ROSE
6. LUGANO
7. COLONSAY
8. MOONFLOWER

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Annabelle wears Corry Raglan A-Line Sweater. 
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A scarf and a beanie in one - a unique gift

Corry Muffla Beanie
Style No: S4123

100% Merino Lambswool

Made in Scotland

One Size   

New Improved fit

A new improved Scarf and Beanie in one
= Muffla Beanie. A soft, lightweight
scarf that turns into a beanie with a
pom pom.

An ideal gift for cyclists, outdoors, horse
riding and sports that need a helmet
worn. The beanie becomes a scarf when
the helmet is on. The swing ticket 
explains how to wear making it an
easy gift.

Colours available shown above and left.

1. STAFFA 2. CUMBRAE 3. LISMORE

4. COLONSAY 5. MOONFLOWER 6. OLD ROSE

7. SELKIE 8. LUGANO 9. EASDALE

1 2

3

4

56

7

8

9



If you are looking for quality knitted home accessories, ERIBÉ has a great choice.
We machine-knit and hand-knit luxurious home furnishings for you that exude charm and 
sophistication. Styles include cushions, blankets, chair covers, throws and hot water bottle

covers in a variety of colours and styles.

Colour and Design
Our designers have a wealth of knowledge and are specialists in their field, especially in traditional

heritage knitting techniques; Fairisle and Aran which helped inspire our range. 

We are known for our colour expertise, blending and mixing beautiful colour combinations into
intricate patterns, stripes and colour blocking.

Quality
Our home furnishings are made to the same exacting standards as our knitwear - quality is at

the heart of what we do and we strive to exceed expectations. 

Sustainable
Our main yarn is extra-fine 18.5 micron lambswool fibre; 100% mulesing free; produced using 

water borrowed and returned to the Loch Leven nature reserve. Many ERIBÉ interiors products utilise
precious materials left over from our production processes using what may otherwise go to waste.

For further information on working with ERIBÉ to create your own
interiors products, please contact: sales@eribe.com

ERIBÉ Interiors

6160
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XS

47cm

60cm

S

50cm

62cm

M

53cm

64cm

L

56cm

66cm

XL

60cm

69cm

XXL

64cm

72cm

ERIBÉ SIZES

CHEST WIDTH

BODY LENGTH

XS

44cm

59cm

S

47cm

61cm

M

50cm

63cm

L

53cm

67cm

XL

56cm

69cm

XXL

58cm

71cm

ERIBÉ SIZES

CHEST WIDTH

BODY LENGTH

XS

49cm

62cm

S

52cm

64cm

M

55cm

66cm

L

58cm

68cm

XL

62cm

71cm

XXL

66cm

74cm

ERIBÉ SIZES

CHEST WIDTH

BODY LENGTH

XS

48cm

63cm

S

51cm

65cm

M

54cm

66cm

L

57cm

69cm

XL

60cm

71cm

XXL

63cm

73cm

ERIBÉ SIZES

CHEST WIDTH

BODY LENGTH

XS

41cm

57cm

S

44cm

59cm

M

47cm

61cm

L

50cm

64cm

XL

53cm

67cm

XXL

56cm

69cm

ERIBÉ SIZES

CHEST WIDTH

BODY LENGTH

ERIBÉ uses size labels ‘XS-XXL’ but as a rough guide, these relate to national sizes (see below). 
We also offer ‘split sizing’ on certain styles, which fall between the two ‘full’ sizes, the wear of

the smaller size is a snugger fit, and the larger is more relaxed.

We offer a range of different fits dependent on individual
styles, each with the approximate measurements as the
charts below. Some styles will differ, such as ‘longline’
styles with added length. Due to the natural properties 
of wool, allow tolerance of 1-2 cm.

Women’s Slim Fit

Womens Mens

Styles: Alpine Cardigan, Alpine Cropped Cardigan, Alpine Vee neck cardigan, 
Alpine Hoody Cardigan, Corry Dress, Corry A line Sweater, Pioneer Cardigan, 
Pioneer Longline Cardicoat, Montrose Blazer, Rose Lace Sweater / Cardigan.

ERIBÉ creates beautiful knitwear that is warm, soft and very special. We use only the finest 
natural yarns, most of them spun in Scotland, by people who, like us, have an inherited 

understanding of craftsmanship and a love for what they do.

It is perfectly normal that when you first wear a pure wool garment, loose fibres near the 
surface rub together during movement and form little balls of wool known as pilling or 

bobbling. We have put together this simple guide to help you beat the bobbles and keep 
your ERIBÉ garment looking fantastic for many years to come...

Size Information

CHEST WIDTH

BODY LENGTH

Caring for your ERIBÉ Knitwear

Handwash is best
This is the gentlest way to wash your
knitwear and the best way to avoid

shrinkage and minimise pilling. 
Wash by hand in tepid water.

Wash inside out
Any pilling caused by washing will
be on the inside not the outside.

Use liquid detergent
Add a small amount of liquid hand

soap and soak the garment in 
lukewarm water for 5 minutes. 

Never use regular washing detergent
as this can damage the fibres.

Squeeze, don’t rub
To wash the garment you must gently

squeeze, without rubbing, the garment
in the water. Lay your damp garment on
a large bath towel. Gently roll the towel
and the garment together much like a
Swiss roll to remove the excess water.    

Air dry flat
Pull gently to size and allow to dry

flat on a clean towel away from direct
heat sources such as radiators. When

dry, press to shape using a damp
towel or lightly steam by holding a
steam iron just above the surface 

of the garment.

Remove any pilling
When the garment is completely dry,

gently remove the small pills either by
hand or with a hand-held sweater comb
or razor - NEVER use scissors. By doing
this after each of the first 3-4 washes,
you will find that the pilling subsides

and will eventually disappear.

XS

6-8

36

4-6

S

8-10

38

6-8

M

10-12

40

8-10

L

12-14

42

10-12

XL

14-16

44

12-14

XXL

16-18

46

14-16

ERIBÉ SIZES

UK / AUS

EUROPEAN

US

XS

36”

44

36”

S

38”

46

38”

M

40”

48

40”

L

42”

52

42”

XL

46”

54

46”

XXL

48”

56

48”

ERIBÉ SIZES

UK / AUS

EUROPEAN

US

Women’s Relaxed Fit
Styles: Womens Corry Raglan Sweater, Corry Wrap Cardigan, 
Montrose Long Cardigan.

Women’s Regular Fit
Styles: Alpine Sweater, Alpine Roll Neck, Alpine Hoody Sweater, Montrose
Blazer, Womens Stoneybrek Sweater, Westray Cardigan, Westray Sweater,
Selkirk Sweater, Leithen Sweater, Corry Top, Montrose A-line Sweater.

Women’s Oversized
Designed to be slouchy, comfy & easy to throw on. One size for all.
Style: Montrose Blanket Coat.

Men’s Slim Fit
Styles: Bruar Vest, Brodie Vest.

XS

46cm

59cm

S

48cm

61cm

M

51cm

63cm

L

54cm

65cm

XL

58cm

68cm

ERIBÉ SIZES

CHEST WIDTH

BODY LENGTH

Men’s Relaxed Fit
Styles: Brodie Sweater, Mens Stoneybrek Sweater, Mens Corry Raglan Sweater.

Men’s Regular Fit
Styles: Bruar Sweater.

Slim Fit / Regular Fit / Relaxed Fit / Oversized
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Shona Forrester or your agent (see below by area/country)

Tel: +44 (0)1896 750952 / 755540  Email: sales@eribe.com

Scott Bramley
MD & DESIGN

scott@eribe.com

Rosemary Eribé
CEO & FOUNDER

rosemary@eribe.com

Anna Hope
FINANCE DIRECTOR

accounts@eribe.com

Julie Mapes
PRODUCTION

julie@eribe.com

Annabelle Gurney
DESIGN ASSISTANT

annabelle@eribe.com

Lizzy Wilson
ARTIST&COLOURSPECIALIST

lizzy@eribe.com

Shona Forrester
SALES & ACCOUNT MANAGER

shona@eribe.com

Cat Graham
OPERATIONS & LOGISTICS

cat@eribe.com

Lee-Anne Gillie
SALES DIRECTOR

leeanne@eribe.com

•  Please place orders that fall within our order windows (Please allow until the end of the month
    selected for delivery). 

•  There is a minimum of 2pcs per colour on all product ordered. Some product is restricted to
    certain delivery windows.

•  £750 / €750 minimum spend to order with us.  

•  New customers will be on proforma terms, but can move to 30 day credit terms following first 
    year review. 

•  Payments must be made in the currency on the invoice, and to the corresponding bank account.

•  Orders totalling over £2,000 / €2500 euro come with free carriage within the EU.

•  If customer cancels order more than 8 working days after receiving confirmation, they
    are responsible to pay a cancellation cost valued at 30% of their order. 

This year we have gone wider on our colour offering than ever before. For most of our wonderful
products, ERIBÉ knits to order – we do hold some stock on the shelf but as this is limited in quantity
we highly recommend that you place your order in one of our ordering windows to ensure you get

your chosen styles, colours and size range when you need it.

TRADE PORTAL

Placing an order is quick and easy with our new Trade Portal! See images of all styles along with up to
date ERIBÉ stock information on your own private account. Features include: product available for 
forward order, items due into stock and items in stock now and available for immediate delivery.

To place an order and for details on how to set up your own ERIBÉ Trade Portal account please contact:
Order and

Delivery Window

1 Wednesday 9th December End of March / April 2021

2 Wednesday 17th February 2021 End of June 2021

3 Wednesday 24th March 2021 End of July / August 2021

4 Wednesday 26th May 2021  

* Delivery Window 5: Alpine gloves & hats must be ordered by 21st August 2021

New catalogue for full collection available for Delivery Window 2

End of September / October 2021

5 Wednesday 15th September 2021* End of November / December 2021

Receipt of Order Deadline
with ERIBÉ

Delivery Slot 
(Please allow the whole month for delivery)

Meet the Team

Working with ERIBÉ in 2021

Forward Ordering Windows

SOUTHERN ENGLAND

Contact: Andy Nicholls

Tel: 07967 096 734

Email: andy@eribe.com

SPAIN / RAMON MONTIEL GOMEZ

Contact: Mr Ramon Montiel Gomez

Address: C/O Sepulveda 185 2/2, 08011 Barcelona, Spain

Tel: +34 9345 121 94 / Email: rmontiel740@gmail.com

SOUTH GERMANY / AGENTUR ELKE WIRICHS

Contact: Elke Wirichs

Address: Heinrich-Kley-Str. 12, 80807 München Schwabing ,Germany

Tel: +49 89 3230 8100 / Mob: +49 177 3236 627

Email: info@elke-wirichs.com  Website: www.elke-wirichs.com

NORTH GERMANY / WOLLAGENTEN - HANDELSAGENTUR MUMME

Contact: Carsten Mumme

Address: Kaethe-Kollwitz-Str. 115, 04109 Leipzig, Germany

Tel: +49 151 4190 5377  Email: carsten@wollagenten.de

Website: www.wollagenten.de

AUSTRIA / FREE MOUNTAIN Gmbh

Contact: Andreas Schmied

Address: Rupertgasse 4, 5020 Salzburg, Austria 

Tel: +43 662 876 108 / Mob: +43 664 2230 640

Email: office@freemountain.at  Website: www.freemountain.at

SWITZERLAND / THE FERARRI AGENCY

Contact: Heidy and Peter Ferrari

Address: Kreuzstrasse 3, CH-5735 Pfeffikon, Luzern, Switzerland

Tel: +41 (0) 62 530 30 79 / Mob: +41  076  452 79 30

Email: theferrariagency@gmail.com

FRANCE / DBA SHOWROOM

Contact: Agnès Beharel-Bazerli & Edouard Bazerli

Address: 7, Rue D´Aboukir, 75002 Paris, France

Tel: +33 (0) 142 369 908

Agnès Mob: +33 (0) 623 899 398 / Edouard Mob: +33 (0) 609 477 664

Email: agnes.bbazerli@gmail.com  Email: ebazerli@gmail.com

Website: www.dbashowroom.com

THE NETHERLANDS  / MAAK! Lifestyle 

Contact: Lucas Hubrecht

Address: Rietgrachtstraat 30, 6828 KD Arnhem (Nederland) 

Tel: +31 (0) 644 100 659  Email: info@maaklifestyle.nl

Website: www.maaklifestyle.nl

ITALY / HEDA SHOWROOM

Contact: Hera Colombo / Alessandro Zanardi / Daniele

Tel: +39 331 8997 882 / +39 02 5412 3995

Address: Heda Showroom, Via Decembrio, 31, 20137 Milano (MI)

Email: h.colombo@heda.it   Website: www.modemonline.com

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND / LE BUREAU FASHION MARKETING

Contact: Kim Amber Rossouw  

Address: 15/112 McEvoy Street, Alexandria, NSW 2015, Sydney

Tel: +61 (02) 96984450 / Mob: +61 (0) 407227659 

Email: kim@lebureaufashion.com

Website: www.lebureaufashion.com

Agents - UK, Europe and beyond

Placing an Order



Dingleton Road, Melrose, Scottish Borders, UK TD6 9QY

Tel: +44 (0)1896 750952  www.eribe.com


